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STORAGE OF ASPHALT CONCRETE

Michael S. Zdeb and Ronald A. Brown, New York State Department of Transportation

The effect of asphalt concrete storage on asphalt cement properties andon
the variability of gradation and asphalt content was determined. One mix
stored in inert gai and 2 stored il normal atmospheres (a11 for 18 hours)
were sampled before and aJter storage. In addition.to these, 1 stored for
48 hoursin an inert gas and another stored for 24 hours ina normal atmo-
sphere were sampled solely to determine changes in asphalt cement prop-
erties. Four mixes were resampled from pavements after 1 year for fur-
ther comparison of properties of asphalts from stored and control mixes.
Properties of asphalt cement extracted from fine mixes were not altered by
storage in either inert gas or normal atmospheres. Coarse mixes stored
in normal atmospheres hardened significantly. For the4mixes resampled
after 1 year in pavements, atl initial similarities and differences vr'ere
maintained. Gradation variability of all mixes, both fine and coarse, was
increased by storage. Fine mix cores taken shortly aJter construction,
however, show stored mix to be no more variable tha¡r mix directly from
the pug mill.

¡THE FLEXIBILITY of operation ar¡d economic benefits accorded by asphalt concrete
storage bins have led to a marked increase in their use. With this have come numer-
ous types of facilities ma¡¡ufactured for storing asphalt concrete. This combination of
increased use a¡rd varying facilities has generated concern about the effects of storage
on asphalt concrete gradation, asphalt content, and asphalt cement properties. Several
studies have been initiated to determine the effects of storage on mix and asphalt char-
acteristics.

Many factors may influence the effects of storage on asphalt concrete. Table 1 gives
some a¡d the mix component they might aJfect. A number of investigators have at-
tempted to determine the significance of various combinations of these factors. How-
ever, because of the variety of possible combinations, no single study gave definitive
a¡rswers to all questions.

The effects of storage fall into 2 main areas-asphalt cement and gradation (asphalt
content included). Table 2 gives the correspondence between studies that have dealt
with measurement of change in asphalt cement characteristics. Methods of sampling,
sample sizes, and numbers of samples differed from study to study.

Tuttle (1) concluded that asphalt cement hardens significantly if asphalt concrete is
stored in tFe temperature range of 250 to 350 F (121.1 to 162.8 C) for prolonged periods;
neither segregation nor asphalt migration was investigated. Middleton, Goodknight,
and Eaton (2) stored fine-graded asphalt concrete for 4 days, sampling the mix period-
ically to the point of final discharge from the storage bin. Although a marked change
in the asphalt cement occurred during mixing in the pug mill, negligible change resulted
from storage. Again, segregation and asphalt migration were not specifically studied,
atthough past problems with asphalt migration were cited, which led to regular use of
a silicone additive. Thus, silicone was incorporated into their work not to prevent
oxidizing but to prevent nonuniform asphalt content. Pavements placed with mix from
Middleton, Goodknight, and Eaton's study and with mix placed at the same time but not
subjected to storage were cored after I year in service (3). No significant difference
was found between asphalt cement penetrations from the ã sets of cores; both pave-
ments had hardened approximately 20 penetration points since the original sampling.

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Characteristics of Bituminous Materials.
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Table 1, Factors affecting hot-míx storage.

Mix Prope¡ty Influenced

Asphalt Asphalt
Cradation Content Cement
Variability Variability Consistency

Storage system
Type of loading device
Bi¡ shape
P¡esence or absence oI insulation md/or heating system
Normâl or inert atmosphere

AsphaÌt concÌete mix
Gladation. md asphâ.lt content
Compositiotr Ðd inherent properties of asphalt cement
Presence or absence of silicone or other dtioxidÐt

Situation -specif ic variables
Du¡ation
Tempe¡ature

Table 2. Effect of storage on asphalt cement.

Refe¡-
qce Descriptlon

Sto¡age
Temperature Duration

Atmo8phere (deg F) (trors) Additive

Asphalt
Content
(per_

C¡adation cent)

IÞcreæe
tn .Asphalt

Asphalt CeEetrt
Penetration PenetratlonÈ
Grade' þercent)

38
39
22

(60)
(5?)
(?8)

00
00
00
00

85-j
85-t
85-1

71 None Fine 6,5
66
19

Fully inslate4
hot-otl heated,
cylindrical silo

thtrd hot-oil
(cone), cylindricat s 5.0
silo

hot-oll heateq
cylind¡ical silo

16
3

24 SiUcone Fine "5.5 85-100 (?4) 16

No¡mal -300
Normâl 320

Normal È300 24 None Fine

4.s-----=l4sl Næ

12
24 None Fine
24 Proprietary Fine
72

59
4.9 85-100 (68) 46
4.2 40-50 (29) None

None
4.2 40-50 (32) None

hot-oil heated,
oval bln

12
No¡mal 24

None
5.2 - (59) 24

12 None
lnert 24 None Co¿¡se 5.0 - (ã5) 1

72 23
NormaL 24 5.0 - (54) 41

@
hot-oil heate4
¡vìindri.,l Filô

hot-oil heâted, 2t
3.6 ÂC-20 (48) 19Coaraecylind¡ical silo Inert È300 24

2t

hot-oil heated,
cyl.indrical silo

Nore: l'c = %{'F-32).
tNumb€rs ¡n frmths are pêætrat¡ons of a$hâ|Î åt 77 F {25 C) ext.aded immedidely befo¡e storâge.
bchångË in Fdratioñ mdred ð perceñt dærea9 froñ pefttrat¡oñ after pug m¡ll mix¡ng but before bin loåding; åll vâlu6 årå lor peætratioñ at 77 F (25 Cl,

Table 3, Storage installations sampled.

Bin

Instal-
lation

Num -
Year ber Description

Tempera-
Atmos- ture

Capacity phere (deg F) lÐading Device cradâtion'

Asphalt
Content
(per- Asphalt
cent) crade

Du¡ation
(hours)

19?1 2

1912 2

1913 2

19?1 2

l9?1 2.

Fully insulated,
hot-oil heate4
cylindrica-l silo

F\¡l1y in€ulated,
hot-oil heated,
cylindrical silo

Fully insulated,
unheated,
rectugular bin

F¡¡Uy inslated,
unheated,
¡ectugular bin

FUly inslated,
unheated,
rectÐgular bin

160 tons Inert gas
160 tons

150 tons Inert gas
150 tons

200 tons Normal
250 tons

140 tons Normal
180 tons

140 tons Normal
1B0 tons

Slat conveyor Fine (14 top)

SIat coDveyor Fine (1^A top)

Skip hoist Fine (14 top) 6.2

Skip hoist Coarse
(1A. binder)

Skip hoist Coarse
(14 bæe)

85-100

AC-20

AC-20

85-100

85-100

t8

6.4310

18275

18

Noter loo = % {oF - 321, 1 U.S. ron = 0.907 metric ron.
âNo add¡t¡vs âre ugd, New york State sFc¡ficâtioñs are given ¡n pârenthees.
bTm m¡x6 smpled ât d¡fferent tim6 ât the same læat¡on.
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Vallerga and White (4) attempted to assess the merits of silicone as a¡ antioxidant
during storage. They rõported that the hardening rate was significantly decreased by
adding silicone. In cases with and without silicone there was no asphalt cement migra-
tion or mix segregation.

Foster (g) atso fou¡d silicone to be a means of extending storage time. He stated
nothing conelusive about segregation and migration; he fou¡rd them to have occurred in
some of his investigations but not in others. Another study by Foster (6) concerned the
effects of an inert gas atmosphere on storage of coarse mixes. A combination of a
silicone additive and inert gas resulted in no change in asphalt cement penetration after
3 days of storage. Even without silicone, however, inert gas provided a significant
improvement over normal atmosphere in preventi.ng asphalt hardening. Segregation
and changes in asphalt content occurred, but asphalt content variations were shown to
be related to variations in mix gradation and were attributed to segregation.

Two other studies involving inert gas systems were conducted by Parr and Brock (7)
and Kandahl and Wenger (8). In neither case was silicone present. Parr and Brock -
found a statistically significant decrease in a-sphalt cement penetration after 7 days of
storage. They stated, however, that the percent of retained penetration after storage
still conlormed to many thin-fitm-oven-Ioss test specifications. Segregation within
trucks occurred as the mix was unloaded from the bin. Kandahl and Wenger found that
both fine and coarse mixes hardened at similar rates. AJter 72 hours, each experienced
a 21 percent increase in penetration. Ttrey also stated that only the normal variation
inherent in asphalt concrete production was evident in mix gradation and asphalt content.

In a recent.Louisiana study, Hearld and Lay (9) stored a fine-graded mix in a normal
atmosphere and fou¡rd 10 and 18 percent decreasãs in penetration after 1 and 2 days
respectively.

Because of the large number of factors involved, no one study answered all questions
involved with storage. However, several points are evident from past work. First,
both inert gas and silicone can extend storage times for asphalt concrete beyond those
possible with normal atmospheres and u¡treated asphalt cements. Second, the degree
of hardening of asphalt cement is situation specific, that is, no all-encompassing state-
ments can be made for different times and temperatures about how hard asphalts will
become because of storage in various systems. Third, little work has been done to
determine whether effects on asphalt cement consistency are transitory or lasting;
only 1 study involved resampling a stored mix that had been in place for an extended
period. Fourth, experience with mix segregation has differed from study to study;
timited work has been directed toward determining whether asphalt concrete variability
increased by storage is negated by the laydown process, that is, the remixing in the
paver.

The objectives of the study reported here were to determine the following for each
installation sampled:

1. Effect of storage on variability of aggregate gradation and asphalt content;
2. Whether increased variability that may be detected remains after stored mixes

are placed and compacted;
3. Effect of storage on penetration, viscosity, md ductility of asphalt cement; and
4. rvVhether storage effects on asphalt cement are transitory or lasting.

The situation of storage systems available for study in New York State made choos-
ing specific combinations of system and mix factors (the first 2 groups in Table 1) im-
possible. This investigation, which seeks to clarify the issue of the effects of storage
on asphalt concrete, should be viewed as a replication and expansion of previous re-
search of others.

SAMPLING AND TESTING

Storage systems were studied as they began operating on state contracts. In 1971,
only 2 were available for sampling and testing. Although the number of installations in
New York increased markedly beginning in L972, only 2 more'were sampled-l in 1972,
another in 1973. These installations were the only 2 both operating on state contracts
and offering a combination of factors different from the 2 sampled in 1971.
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AII installaüons were studied for changes in asphalt cement properties, but only
installations 1, 4, and 5 (Table 3) were studied for changes in gradation variability.
For each of these 3, sampling was a 2-day operation. On the first day, mix going di-
reclly from the pug mill to the pavement was sampled from trucks immediately after
discharge from the pug mill. Storage bins at each of these locations were loaded on
the first day with mix sampled from the loading device before storage. On the second
day the storage bin was emptied into trucks for hauling to the job site. Mix was sampled
from each truck immediately after discharge from the bin; cores were taken once the
mix was in place. Cores also were taken from a section of road containing mix directty
from the pug mill that was placed the lirst day.

Irstallations tested only for asphalt cement properties were sampled by coring sec-
tions paved with mix that came directly from the pug mill and with mix that came out
of storage bins. The numbers of samples taken from the 5 installations are given in
Table 4.

All loose mix samples were of a 1-gal (3.8-dml size; cores were 6 in. in diameter.
Cores \ryere not quenched or packed in dry ice, but they were stored at 20 F (-6.7 C)
until testing. Asphalt was extracted from all samples according to ASTM D2L72-67
(Vtethod B: trichlorethylene solvent). Asphalt cement was recovered by using the
Abson method (ASTM D 1856-69). Recovered asphalts were tested by using the following
procedures:

1. ASTM D5-65 at 77 F (25 C) for penetration;
2. ASTM D2171-66 at L40 F (60 C) with a Ca¡uron-Maruring vacuum viscometer and

ASTMD2170-67,275 F (135 C) \rrith a Zeitfuchs cross-arm viscometer for viscosity; and
3. ASTM D113-69 at 60 F (f 0.0 C) for ductiJity.

Aggregate was sieved according to New York State Materials Method 5.

ASPHALT CEMENT PROPERTIES

Summaries of results of tests on recovered asphalt cements are given in Tables 5
and 6 and Figure 1. Ductility results are presented as histograms because of the im-
possibility of computing statistics from data often reported as 100+ cm rather tha¡r as
discrete values. The following hypothesis was tested for all properties given in Tables
5 and 6:

Ho:pstored<pcontrol

Hr : ¡¡ stored >p control

where p = mean (asphalt cement property).
The t-distribution was used at the 0.01 significance level. Acceptance of the hypoth-

esis Ho indicates that there is no evidence showing asphalt cement to be harder a.fter
storage than from mix directly out of the pug mill. Rejection of He indicates that a
change has occurred-that a real difference was caused by storage.

Inert Gas

Storage of fine mixes in an inert gas atmosphere for periods of 18 a¡rd 48 hours did
not significantly alter their asphalt cement properties (penetration and viscosity) when
compared to a control mix placed directly from the pug mill. Although asphalt cements
from both stored and control mixes increased in consistency from their original state,
there is no experimental evidence to consider the stored asphalts harder. Figure 1

shows no change in ductility at 60 F (15.6 C) for the mix stored for 18 hours. After 1

year, asphalt cements can be seen to have hardened; both stored and control mixes
harden at the same rate. Thus, a fine mix stored in inert gas appears to have suffered
no detrimental effects. No data were generated on coarse mix storage.
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Table 4. Sample size.

Loose Mi¡

Insta.l-
lation

Afte¡
Pug
Mill

Alter
Fiom Loadiùg Sto¡age
Device Bin

Cores From Road

At Construction Afte¡ 1 Year

ls

75

*
75

To bin 1: 2ã
To btn 2: 25

To bin 1: 22
1o bln 2: 28
To bin L 22
To bin 2: 28

?2 (36 sto¡ed, 36 control) 30 (18 sto¡ed, 12 control)

22 (13 stored, 9 control) 20 (14 stored, 6 control)
31 (22 stored, 9 cont¡ol)
?2 (36 stored, 36 control) 30 (18 stored, 12 control)

?2 (36 stored, 36 cortrol) 19 (10 stoled, 9 control)

Table 5. Asphalt cement propert¡es in mixes stored in normal atmosphere.

Penetration ât
?7 F'

Viscosity at 140 F Viscosity at 2?5 F

Number
of
Smples

StÐdard
Deviation

Studard
MeÐ Deviation
þoises) þoises)

StÐdârd
Meu Deviation
(centistokes) (centistokeg)

Smpled at Conatruction

Flne, top c@rse, stored 24 hours
Stored
Control

Coarse, bitrder course, stored 18 hours
Stored
Control

Coar8e, bæe cqrEe, sto¡ed 18 hours
Stored
Control

113
70

58
48

40
45

625
?10

840
620

615
445

22403
9404

3ô383
34ã96

30465
32636

6 110 1 100
6 600 1 900

12 560 2 3?0
3 830 940

6 3?5 1 065
2 510 710

Smpled After 1 Year in Placeh

Coarae, binder courae, stored 18 hours
Stored
Control

Coârae, bæe course, atored l8 h@ra
Stored
Cont¡ol

18355
12623

10505
9626

17.600 5 160
4 870 410

5 250
2 880

r 415
450

105
25

?5
35

9?0
585

555
450

Note:îoc=7e(oF-32).

'0.1 mm, lm g. 5 s. bTop couræ plæed ¡n 1973; no datô âvqilable.

Table 6. Asphalt cement properties in mixes stored in inert gas atmosphere.

Penetration ai
77r'

Numbê¡
oI Stüdard
Suples Meu Deviation

Vlscosity al 140 F Viscosity a.t 2?5 F

Stmdard
MeÐ Deviation Mem
þoises) þoiees) (centietokes)

Stmdùd
Devietion
(centiÊtokes)

Supled at Conatruction

Fine, top cor8e, stored 18 hours
Stored
Control

Fine, top c@rae, stored 48 hours
Stored
Cont¡ol

28
27

50
10

325 460
580 455

910 590
180 555

33565
35556

13546
956 I

2 160
2 835

3 990
3 320

Smpled Afte¡ 1 Yeu in Place

Fine, top course, stored 18 hNrs
Stored
Control

Fü!e, top course, stored 48 houra
So!ed
Control

40
33

't0
I

r 0?0 590
1 000 590

1 080 655
110 640

14
6

364
364
466
4t6

5 280
6 255

5 030
5 355

Nore: loc= % i"F.321,

'0.1 mm, 100 9.5s.
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Figure 1. Asphalt cement duct¡lities at 60 F at construction.

CONTROL MIXES

o 20 ¿lo 60 80 100+

STORED MIXES

n 40 60 80 loo+ ?o ¿lo æ 80 loo+

t5
oz
5 ro
o!É
L

5

o 20 ¿lo 60 80 loo'

DUCTILITYICM (5CM PER MINUTE)

Table 7. Gradation variances on a sieve basis at different sampling locations.

Bin I Bin 2 In Place

Pug MiU In Pug Mill Sto¡ed SÞecification

Fine Mix, Top course, cylindlical Bio

0.00 6.25
9.92 12.25
5.95 12.25
3.24 L2.25
0.48 12.25
1.61 4.00
0.20 1.00
0.36 0.04

coarse Mi& Binder Cou¡se, Rectùgular Bi¡

20 40 60 80 loo+

'/" i".
'/, i¡
/6 rn.
No. 20
No. 40
No.80
No.200
Percert AC
Total sæpleg

0.00 0.00
4.30 1.O4
0.94 5.60'
1.65 2.10
0.45 0.45
0.14 0.44
0.11 0.r4
0.0? 0.03

22 35

0.00 0.06 0.00
3.93 29.96 9.80
1.99 12.03 7.90
0.32 3.31 3.88
0.22 0.63 3.28
0.04 0.30 0.19
0.04 0.18 0.10
0.02 0.05 0.41

24 34 36

0.00
9.67
4.59
1.51
0.83
0.21
0.10
0.04

?0

1 in. 0.04
'/" i¡. 6.45
fn¡". 5.38
'/u it. 2.56
Percent ÀC 0.20
Total smples 1l

0.06 0.00
4.62 15.?3
0.s0 9.24
0.45 2.94
0.02 0.05

2A 40

6.25
9.00
4.00
2.25

_ : 004

0.00
23.16
29.02

1.14
1.82
0.?5

33

1to2in.
1 in.
/2 rn'
'/, i¡
'/" ir.
Peicent AC
Total sæples

0.00
1.67
L.77
0.32
0.04

0.00
8.59
5.8?
1.34
0.08

Coarse Míx, Base Course, Rectugula¡ Bin

0.00 0.00 0.00
43.96 31.93 49.4L
30.91 13.35 40.94
?.08 6.60 13.26
2-50 1.65 2.47
0.16 0.03 0.14

68 22 32

0.00
16.82

5,23
2.56
5-28
0.13

28

16.00
12.25
9.00
4.00
0.04

NORMAL ATMOSP}IERE

Note: 1 ¡ñ. = 25.4 mm.
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Normal Atmosphere

Results of storage of a fine mix in a normal atmosphere paralleled those for storage
in inert gas. After 24 hours of storage, asphalt cement extracted from a fine mix was
not significantly harder than a control mix. Because stored and control mixes were
both placed in 1973, they have yet to be recored to determine asphalt hardening rate.

Both coarse mixes (binder and base) stored for 18 hours in normal atmospheres ex-
perienced significant changes in asphalt cement consistency and ductiüty. The consis-
tency differences have been maintained for a 1-year period, but neither has hardened
as much as the fine (top course) mixes stored in inert gas. The base course, covered
by both binder and top course mixes, has been protected from the effects of exposure
to air and zunlight. lhe binder course has benefited from the cover provided by the top
course. The very slow hardening rate of subsurface courses indicates that although
storage caused a significant change in asphalt cement consistency, the change possibly
could be tolerated. Observations of pavement condition where these mixes are in place
bear this out.

VARIABILITY OF GRADATION AND ASPHALT CONTENT

Gradation variances for each of the 3 mixes sampled are given in Tãble 7, whÍch also
gives specification variances for each sieve and for asphalt content. Sþecification tol-
erances are based on 2 standard deviations as determined in previous studies of mix
variability in New York State. The tolerances were halved, then squared, to determine
the specification variances given in Table 7.

Mean gradatÍons can be found in Table 8. No inferences were attempted about the
effect of storage through use of the mean values. If sampling of the storage process is
done to characterize all material entering and leaving a bin, mean comparisons should
always result in statistical equality. Wren statistically significant differences in mean
values are found, either of the following has happened: The aggregate has undergone
some physical change (degradation), or more tikèly, sampling at either the loading or
discharge points (or both) was inadequate to characterize the materÍal in question.

Mean comparisons, therefore, do have some value because they can indicate the
adequacy of sampling procedures. However, if the purpose is to compare all material
before storage to all after storage, variability should be considered.
. A multivariate approach was used to compare gradation variability at different points
(10). Covariance matrices 'rvere computed at each production point given in Tabte 7
(ex-cept the pug mi[) and compared as follows:

Ho : Ð into bin > E out of bin

Hr : Ð into bin < E out of bin

where E = covariance matrix (overall gradatiod.
In addition, for top course mix, in-place comparisons were made between pug mill

and stored mixes.
Asphalt content variability was compared using the univariate F-test as follows:

Ho : oP into bin > o2 out of bin

H¡ : d into bin < 02 out of bin

where 02 = variance (asphalt content). Both covariance and variance comparisons used
the F-distribution at the 0.01 significance level.

All mixes-fine and coarse-changed in overall gradation variability because of the
storage process. For the fine mix (top course) the greatest change was in L/n- andL/e-in.
(6- anA 3-mm) material leaving the bin. Ttre 2 coarse mixes were most affected on theL/r- and,'/n-in. (tZ- and 6-mm) materials. The l additional gradation comparison, be-
tween in-place fine mixes stored and direct from the pug mill, showed no difference in
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Table 8. Gradation statist¡cs.

Into Out of
Pug Mill Bin 1 Bin 1

Pug Mill
in Place

Stored
in Place

tnto Out of
Bin 2 Bin 2

Top Cou¡se

'/" in.
Meu
Studud deviatlon

'/^ in.
MeÐ
StÐdud deviation

'/" in.
MeÐ
Studard deviation

No.20
MeÐ
Studard deviation

No.40
Meu
Stildæd deviation

No.80
MeÐ
StÐdud deviation

No.200
Mem
StÐdard deviation

Percent AC
Mem
StÐdard deviatiotr

Total smples

99.94
0.08

?4.03
3.11

49.1 5
2.14

30.??
1.23

14.?3
0.91

3.21
0.52

1.93
0.31

6.1?
0.21

'70

99.99 99.99
0.02 0.02

?5.50 75.42
2,01 2.65

50.67 50.62
0.97 2.31

30.3? 30.??
L.28 1.45

14.?5 74.25
0.6? 0.6?

3.65 3.21
0.3? 0.6?

2.26 1.93
0.33 0.3?

6.16 6.10
0.26 0.1?

22 35

99.99 99.89
0.01 0.25

??.30 ?2.38
1.98 5.41

5t.24 48.08
1.41 3.4?

32.42 30.06
0.5? 1.82

15.32 14.48
0.46 0.79

3.38 3.15
0.21 0.ã5

2.00 2.18
0.20 0.43

6.12 5.93
0.15 0.23

24 34

99.99 100.00
0.00 0.00

78.24 ?8.48
3.13 3.15

51.96 53.12
2.81 2.44

31.05 30.95
1.9? 1.80

15.90 16.56
1.81 0.69

4.44 5.01
0.44 l 21

2.62 2.9r
0.31 0.45

6.53 6.40
0.64 0.60

36 36

Binder Cou¡se

1 in.
MeÐ
StÐdard deviatioû

lz r\.
Meu
StÐdud deviation

'/^ i¡'
MeÐ
StÐdud deviation

'/" i¡
MeÐ
StÐdard deviation

Pe¡cent AC
MeÐ
Studard deviation

Totâl smples

100.00 100.00
0.00 0.00

65.12 60.69
2.77 2.93

24.t9 28.23
1.33 2.42

11.10 18.21
0.5? 1.16

4.42 4.42
o.2l 0.28

21 33

99.92 100.00
0.25 0.00

62.42 63.32
2.t5 3.9?

24.04 24.24
0.95 3.04

tI.15 18.03
0.6? 1.11

4.40 4.59
0.14 0.23

28 40

99.98
0.19

61.30

25.lt

1ã.60
1.60

4.30
0.14

11

Base C@rse

I to lz ir.
MeÐ
StÐdard deviation

1 in.
Mem
stmdârd deviation

'/" i¡.
Meu
StÐdard deviation

ln in.
MeÐ
Studæd deviation

l" in.
Meu
Studard deviation

Percetrt ÁC
Meu
StÐdard deviation

Total sæples

100.00 100.00
0.00 0.00

66.56 64.18
5.65 ?.03

33.',t2 31.41
3.65 6.40

18.49 19.13
2.61 3.64

tr.92 12.68
1.28 1.57

3.46 3.63
0.1? 0.39

22 32

100.00 100.00
0.00 0.00

64.21 63.??
4.10 4.81

32.35 31.08
2.29 5.39

16.16 16.5?
1.60 2.61

8.79 8.30
2.30 1.35

3.44 3.80
0.3? 0.50

2A 33

100.00
0.00

59.68
6.63

23.23
5.56

11.89
2.66

9.93
1.58

3.13
0.40

68

Nore: I in. = 25.4 mm.
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overall variability. Apparently, the construction procedures produced enough remixing
of material to counteract any variability increase caused by storage of the fine mix.

Asphalt content variability comparisons were of questionable value when the changes
in gradation were found. Aithough changes in asphalt content variability occurred in 2

cases (binder from bin 2, base from bin 1), past research has shown that such changes
may result from variations in gradation (6). Iherefore, no conclusions were reached
about the effect of storage on variations in asphalt content.

Gradation variability data were analyzed in 1 other manner. Comparisons were
made to the variability allowed by New York specification tolerances rather than to
overall variability between production points :

Ho : o2 mix < o2 specification

Hr r o2 mix > oz specification

where 02 = variance (sieve).
All comparisons were done on a sieve-by-sieve basis by using the ¡2,/degrees of

freedom distribution at the 0.01 significance level. This test is commonly used when
comparison to a standarO (ln this case, mix specification) is necessary (ff).

This analysis showed only the following material to have been alteredõõyond vari-
ability that is normally allowed by specifications:

1. AL/q-ín. (O-mm) top course out of bin 2;
2. A1/z- and.t/4-iî. (13- and 6-mm) binder out of bin 2;
3. A'/r-ín. (t¡-mm) base out of bin 1; and
4. At/r-in. (t¡-mm) base out of bin 2.

The 1-in. (ZS-mm) base course coming out of bin 1 was also beyond the variability al-
lowed as was the 1-in. (25-mm) material going into bin 1. Therefore, nonconformance
of the 1-in. (ZO-mm) material out of the bin did not necessarily indicate a storage effect.

CONCLUSIONS

Storage of a fine asphalt concrete mix in an inert gas atmosphere for 18 and 48 hours
had no significant effect on asphalt cement consistency.

Fine asphalt concrete mix stored in a normal atmosphere lor 24 hours did not ex-
perience any significant change in asphalt cement consistency.

Storage of 2 coarse asphalt concrete mixes for 18 hours in a normal atmosphere
resulted in significant increases in asphalt cement consistency.

For 4 mixes resampled after 1 year in place, all initial similarities or differences
between asphalt cements from control mixes (direct from the pug mitl) and stored mixes
persisted.

Overall gradation variability was increased by storage for both fine and coarse mixes.
However, on a sieve-by-sieve basis, most material for all mixes was still within the
variability permitted by specifications.
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